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This has been an extraordinary
year for fusion in the U.S.
 The budget was zero sum; ITER grows; non-ITER hit hard. You
have asked,
asked “What
What does this mean?
mean?”
 Tough
T h decisions
d i i
were made
d
 Commitment
C
i
to ITER was affirmed
ffi d at a very high
hi h llevell
 All in an extraordinary budget environment in Washington
What follows is some context-setting, description of considerations,
and elements of a path forward

But first:
 The local: FES business updates

Then, on the status and future of program
 The p
past year
y and now
 The vision and planning
p
g

FES has undergone a
reorganization
 Two Divisions:
Research - Jim Van Dam, Division Director
New: Facilities, Operations, and Projects – Vacancy posted; closes on November 5.
Senior Executive Service level

• This structure brings FES into alignment with the other offices in the
Office of Science
• Facilities, Operations, and Projects Division will include facility operations
formerly under the old Research Division, project construction, and US
ITER Project construction
• Both Divisions will increasingly emphasize management Teams in FES to
promote a topically aligned research and facility management approach
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You’ve responded to many solicitations
for FY 2013 funding
Solicitation

Date Issued

Proposals Due

Current FY 2013 $
available (Final
amount depends on
Appropriations)

Theoretical Research in Magnetic Fusion Energy Science

March 27, 2012

May 31, 2012

$4.5M/yr

John Mandrekas

Collaborative Research in Magnetic Fusion Energy Sciences on
International Research Facilities

April 16, 2012

June 21, 2012

$6M/yr

Steve Eckstrand

Laboratory Opportunities in Basic Plasma Science

May 11
11, 2012

July 16,
16 2012

$1 4M/yr
$1.4M/yr

Nirmol Podder

Diagnostic Systems for Magnetic Fusion Energy Sciences

June 22, 2012

August 14, 2012

$3M/yr

Francis Thio

Collaborative Research in Magnetic Fusion Energy Sciences on
the National Spherical Torus Experiment Upgrade

July 18, 2012

September 26, 2012

$1.7M/yr

Steve Eckstrand

High Energy Density Laboratory Plasma Science for Inertial
Fusion Energy

June 22, 2012

October 1, 2012

$5M/yr

Ann Satsangi, Sean
Finnegan

NSF/DOE Partnership in Basic Plasma Science and
Engineering

On going

October 5, 2012

$2M/yr

Nirmol Podder, Ann
Satsangi, Sean
Finnegan

SBIR/STTR Phase I

August 13, 2012

October 16, 2012

TBD

Varies, depends on
proposal area

High-Energy-Density Laboratory Plasma Science

August 13, 2012

November 16, 2012

$2M/yr

Sean Finnegan, Ann
Satsangi

Office of Science Early Career Research Program (Required
Pre-proposals due by September 6, 2012)

July 20, 2012

November 26, 2012

TBD

Varies, depends on
proposal area

Research in Innovative Approaches to Fusion Energy Sciences

Spring 2013

TBD

FY 2014 Funding (TBD)

Sam Barish

FES Point of
Contact(s)

ITER is looking for strong candidates
for two important positions
 Rich Hawryluk is returning to the US as planned. The community owes him a great
debt of gratitude.
 His position is as head of the Department for Administration, one of three
departments
p
that reports
p
to the Director General
 Another high level position is for the Director of the Directorate for CODAC, Heating,
and Current Drive. This person will report to Rem Haange, who reports to the DG
 Both are extremely important positions, and provide an opportunity for the US. Your
support in identifying candidates
candidates, including yourselves
yourselves, will be appreciated
appreciated.
 The vacancies close on November 15, so the clock is ticking

Regarding the past year

The budget that the Administration
negotiated evoked big concerns in
the fusion community

 Zero sum; ITER grows; non-ITER hit hard. You have
asked,
k d “What
“Wh t ddoes thi
this mean?”
?”
 Tough decisions were made
 But yet a strong Administration commitment to ITER was
affirmed.
affirmed
The Administration recognizes the challenges that big
projects present across the sciences in this era of
constrained budgets.

Affirming the commitment to
ITER: what has mattered
 The recognition that burning plasma science is the critical new frontier
for fusion
 The readiness of the tokamak to strike for burning plasma science, so
that fusion can be assessed and have an impact as soon as possible
 The
Th readiness
di
off the
th US tto execute
t its
it project
j t construction
t ti
responsibilities smartly and responsibly
 The recognition that ITER science is informed by, and informs, a wide
range of domestic research, and that the US can lead in ITER research
 The commitment the US has made to our international partners

Emphasized in the budget decisions:
maintain an impactful, balanced portfolio
Considerations in developing the non-ITER portion of the budget, given the budget
co st a ts
constraints:

 Retaining program balance: ensuring viable enterprises in HEDLP and General
Plasma Science, as well as MFE
 Retaining elements to execute the FES vision for burning plasma science, long
pulse steady-state research, and fusion materials science
 Size of the budget challenge

Regarding concerns of young
scientists… I received a letter (1)

Regarding concerns of young
scientists… I received a letter (2)

…

Concerns expressed:
ITER swallowing
g the domestic program
p g
Need identified:
Maintaining an exciting, broad program that includes and goes beyond fusion

The vision – moving forward
Th FESAC R
The
Rosner P
Panell
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There is an ongoing FESAC
activity to assess MFE priorities
• Charge was issued in mid-April
• FESAC sett up a subpanel
b
l to
t address
dd
the
th charge.
h
Bob
B b Rosner,
R
chair.
h i
They’ve had three meetings (two with public comment), several
conference calls, will have more…
• The charge is a difficult one, albeit very important
• The difficulty is compounded by the need for the panelists to set aside
institutional concerns and deal with the big picture.
• We appreciate that the panel is striving to grapple with the big picture
What follows includes what I described to the Rosner Panel in the
inaugural meeting in July

15

The charge FESAC is asked
to consider
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Where we need to be in 10 years,
in MFE
 Elements of a vision for 2021:
• ITER Research - The U.S. has a strong research team hitting the ground on a completed
ITER project in Cadarache. This team is capable of asserting world leadership in burning
plasma science
• Fusion materials science - The U.S.
U S has made strides in fusion materials science and
passed critical metrics in tokamak and ST operations with national research teams. It is
prepared to move beyond conceptual design of a fusion nuclear science facility
• Extend the reach of plasma control science and plasma-wall interactions- U.S.
fusion research has successfully levered international research opportunities in long
pulse plasma control science,
science plasma-wall interactions
interactions, and 3-D physics
physics.
• Validated predictive capability- The U.S. is a world leader in integrated computation,
validated
lid t d bby experiments
i
t att universities
i
iti andd llabs.
b S
Suchh computation
t ti should
h ld be
b
transformational, as it must reduce the risks associated with fusion development steps

What I have argued for in the Administration regarding
fusion per se: two major thrusts need to be pursued to
demonstrate practical fusion power on a relevant time scale

Plasma dynamics and control science
Burning plasma
dynamics

Individual and coupled plasma phenomena:
measurement, theory, and simulation

Demonstration
power plant
p
p

I t
Integrated
t d understanding
d
t di off long
l
pulse
l
equilibria
Simulation, V&V of
individual processes

Understanding of
integrated system

Integrated simulation with
validated components

Integrated understanding of fusion
plasma materials and plasma responses
Materials under high heat fluxes;
Materials under high neutron fluences;
measurement, theory and simulation

Materials science
P
Present
t

2020

Path to fusion demonstration:
scientific thrusts a la ReNeW

Harnessing
a ess g fusion
us o
power, fuel cycle, and
component tests

2030

2040

2050
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Opportunities for leverage need to be an
important consideration in FES planning

 Reasons are many:
FES cannot afford to live in scientific and ppolitical isolation if it is to continue to
be as impactful as it has been. We need other communities to have a stake in
our success.
The scientific qquestions are too deepp to ignore
g
the insights
g of other communities
Budgetary pressures imply that smart partnering will be supported within the
Administration and on the Hill

 We already do much leveraging, but the opportunities go beyond what we
do now
FES/BES in
i materials
t i l
US domestic and international MFE long pulse and PMI
FES/NNSA in HEDLP
FES/NSF in General Plasma Science
FES/ASCR in computing
19

FESAC is being asked to give advice that FES
and SC will consider in developing a
congressionally mandated plan

 The plan FES will develop will consider the priorities identified as input, but
FESAC is not being asked to craft a plan per se
Nonetheless, where we need to be in ten years is a critically important
consideration.
 FESAC is being asked to consider MFE only, and not weigh the merits of
MFE vs
vs. general plasma science or vs
vs. HEDLP and IFE
IFE, for example
example.
 All manner of contributors to MFE science are up for discussion: the roles
off large
l
facilities,
f iliti university
i
it scale
l research,
h bboth
th llarge andd small,
ll th
the role
l
of massively parallel computing and V&V now and a decade from now,
how to best lever the emergence of international facilities, leverage
possibilities
ibiliti elsewhere
l h iin th
the Ad
Administration,
i i t ti more…
20

Some perspectives on U.S. fusion
and planning

 Maintaining the status quo – managing the elements we have if our spending
power remains flat – is itself a risky path with guaranteed consequences
 The competition in the Office of Science is intense. Programs that grow are
programs that promote change
 Scientific and intra-DOE isolation is a risky attribute that FES has lived with,
both scientificallyy and ppolitically.
y But smart leverage
g through
g ppartnerships
p can
change this
 Scientifically: Our challenges are too deep,
deep and the stakes are too high,
high to
not use resources outside of our immediate sphere that could help advance
the fusion cause.
 Politically: No one will help you fight for research dollars and defend you if
they don’t have a shared interest in and respect for your program
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Th k you
Thank
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